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Chapter 1081: Volcanic eruption (1) 

When the two arrived at the main courtyard, they met Ning Yan, second elder, and the others who were 

about to leave. 

Liu Feng looked at the second elder with a faint smile and said,””Where are second elder and miss ning 

planning to go? Why don’t you stay for a few more days?” 

“Uh! We’ve stayed here long enough and it’s time for us to return to the divine realm. Furthermore, it’s 

my father-in-law’s birthday in a few days. Thus, we have to rush back to celebrate with him. ” The 

second elder wiped the cold sweat off his forehead and said uncomfortably. 

In fact, he was a little scared. He didn’t expect the two of them to come so quickly. They wouldn’t be 

able to leave so easily. How could this be good! It was all this tigress’s fault for being too heavy-handed 

and actually killing Yin rumei. This time, the ning family was probably going to bleed a lot. 

“Oh! Then why didn’t I see the Vice President with you guys!” Liu Feng played dumb. 

“That ... She still has something to do here, so she won’t be going back with us for now.” The second 

elder said nervously. 

“Oh, really? But, I heard that the Vice President is dead?” Liu Feng laughed evilly. This matter had 

already been exposed. Did the second elder think that he could still hide it? He could not help but laugh 

to himself. 

“Uh! “This ... This ...” The second elder stuttered. 

“She is indeed dead.” Ning Yan suddenly said. 

“Oh! May I ask how she died?” Liu Feng asked calmly, and couldn’t help but secretly sigh. This second 

elder was actually not as daring as a woman to take responsibility for her actions, he was really too 

useless. 

“I told her to set the rules, but I didn’t expect her body to be so weak. She didn’t last long before she 

died.” A human life was nothing in her eyes, so she didn’t think it was a big deal to lose Yin rumei. She 

was sure that the craftsmen’s Guild wouldn’t dare to do anything to her! 

“Since Vice President Yin has already become the second elder’s bed-warming servant girl, this is also 

your family matter and we shouldn’t have asked about it. However, Yin rumei is the Vice President of 

our armament Guild headquarters after all. She has died without knowing why. You have to give us the 

armament Guild headquarters and the world an explanation!” Liu Feng said with a faint smile. 

“How could she have died for no reason? Didn’t I tell you that she had to set the rules? her body was too 

weak to take it, so she died.” Ning Yan said angrily. Damn Liu Feng, is he deliberately going against me? 

“Setting rules can kill a God King. I would like to ask miss ning, what are the rules in your family?” Liu 

Feng asked curiously. 

“What does this have to do with you?” Ning Yan roared in anger. 



“Of course it’s my business. Yin rumei is a member of our armament Guild headquarters. She was fine 

when I handed her to you, but it’s only been a few days! You killed him, don’t you think this has nothing 

to do with our armament Guild? Of course, if miss ning insists that it has nothing to do with us, then I 

can only ask the President and the great elder to personally go to the ning family and ask master ning for 

advice. ” Liu Feng said with a smirk. 

“You ... What do you want?” Ning Yan was furious, but she was helpless against Liu Feng. 

“I don’t want anything. I just want miss ning and the ning family to give us an explanation from the 

armament Guild. Of course, there’s also second elder. Because of a moment of pleasure, he actually 

played Vice President Yin to death. I really don’t know how he’ll have the face to stay in the armament 

Guild headquarters in the future. ” Liu Feng said worriedly. 

“This is none of my business!” When the second elder heard this, he quickly quibbled. 

“If it’s not your business, does it have something to do with me?” Liu Feng sneered and asked. He was 

very disdainful of the second elder’s lack of responsibility. Could this even be considered a man? She 

was simply a disgrace to all men! 

After hearing Liu Feng’s words, the second elder had intended to defend himself, but under Ning Yan’s 

glare, he swallowed his words and did not dare to speak. 

“Yin rumei is already dead. Whatever conditions you blacksmiths have, just state them! Our ning family 

can afford it!” Ning Yan raised her head and said arrogantly. 

“Miss ning, that’s not right. I’ve said it before. I want the ning family to give an explanation to the 

armament Guild. If we raise conditions, why does it feel like the armament Guild is extorting you?” Liu 

Feng said unhappily. 

“That’s right. The ning family must give the craftsmen’s Guild an explanation for this matter. Vice 

President Yin can’t die without knowing why.” Mo Yan, who had been silent the entire time, chimed in. 

“Miss ning, second elder, before this matter is concluded, you two can stay here temporarily!” Liu Feng 

said with a smile. He had imprisoned them. 

After that, the two of them turned around and left. 

“Madam, what should we do?” After Mo Yan and Liu Feng left, the second elder asked in a daze. 

“Good-for-nothing, this is just a small matter! You’re so scared!” Ning Yan roared in exasperation, then a 

‘pa!’ Sound was heard. With a sound, a slap landed on the second elder’s face. 

“Madam, I ...” The second elder looked at Ning Yan aggrievedly, not daring to say another word. 

Not long after, President Lu was ordered to take Yin rumei’s corpse away ... 

After Mo Yan and Liu Feng’s careful confirmation, they finally confirmed that this person was indeed Yin 

rumei. Moreover, she had been tortured beyond recognition by Ning Yan, and her body was covered in 

wounds. From this, it could be seen how heavy Ning Yan’s attack was! 



“A woman’s heart is the most vicious! This Ning Yan is really ruthless. ” Liu Feng was speechless as he 

looked at Yin rumei’s body full of wounds. He was filled with admiration for Ning Yan’s endless tricks. If 

Yin rumei had fallen into his hands, he knew that he definitely wouldn’t have been able to think of so 

many tricks! 

“She asked for this.” Suddenly, Leng ruoxue’s voice rang in the ears of Liu Feng and the rest. 

“Eh? Little fox, you’ve come out of seclusion?” Liu Feng said in surprise. 

“I’m not officially in closed-door cultivation. ” Leng ruoxue rolled her eyes at Liu Feng. Yin rumei’s matter 

and the disheveled old man’s matter were both settled! How could she officially go into seclusion! 

“Oh! Hehe! You’ve come out at the right time. Yin rumei is dead. ” Liu Feng reported. 
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“I’ve heard about it. ” Leng ruoxue replied perfunctorily. Actually, she had asked Qing Jue to keep an eye 

on the situation over there. Thus, she had known about this matter at the first moment, but she did not 

come out immediately. 

“That’s right, the second elder is still alive and well! AI! Why didn’t Ning Yan torture second elder to 

death? It’s such a pity. ” Liu Feng said with some regret. 

“Do you want miss ning to kill her husband? So ruthless!” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. She couldn’t help 

but think to herself,”does Liu Feng have some deep hatred for Ning Yan?” Otherwise, why would he 

want Ning Yan to kill second elder as well! He was really too ruthless! 

“Hehe! You don’t know this, but Ning Yan is not only a tigress, she’s also a tigress with violent 

tendencies. Second elder has been beaten up by her many times, so if she were to hit him a little harder, 

she might really ‘Kacha’ him too! Drop!” Liu Feng said with some schadenfreude. 

“Uh! Then I wish that your wish will come true soon!” Leng ruoxue was speechless. 

“Hehe!” Liu Feng laughed foolishly. 

“What kind of wish could this stinky brat have!” The first elder strode over with the disheveled old man 

and said with a little dissatisfaction,”Hmph! This little brat actually dared to hide something from him, 

how preposterous! 

“It’s none of your business!” Liu Feng said in an unpleasant tone. 

“Stop! Settle Yin rumei’s matter first, and then you guys can argue as much as you want. ” Seeing that 

the battle between the two of them was about to erupt, Leng ruoxue felt a headache coming on as she 

spoke hurriedly. 

“Didn’t she die? What else could it be?” The disheveled old man asked in confusion. 

“Stupid! Yin rumei was dead! However, the ning family has to give us the armament Guild an 

explanation! How could such a living person, and a God King at that, die in vain! It’s not easy for us to 

cultivate a Vice President!” The first elder patted the disheveled old man’s head and said with snot and 



tears in his eyes. Those who did not know the inside story would definitely be heartbroken for him! In 

fact, he was excited! Because Yin rumei would not have died in vain! 

“Oh! I heard that the ning family is very rich. ” The disheveled old man, who had finally reacted, said 

hurriedly. 

“He’s not just rich! Other than the Divine Master, the ning family can’t be compared to him. In the entire 

divine realm, the ning family is the most powerful and the richest. ” The first elder said with an envious 

expression. 

“Grand Elder, why did I hear that you’re friends with the master of the ning family?” Leng ruoxue asked 

in confusion when she saw the first elder’s evil smile and scheming. 

“What friend! We’re just fair-weather friends, and that old man has always schemed Against Me! I’m 

just returning the favor! Moreover, the one who died this time was the Deputy Chairman of the 

craftsmen’s Guild. I have to give the Guild and all the craftsmen in the divine realm an explanation!” The 

great elder’s righteous and dignified words implied that this was not his personal matter, but the entire 

Association’s matter. As long as it rose to the level of official business, it could not be decided by 

personal factors. Therefore, this time, the great elder was self-righteous and wanted to kill people! 

“Since that’s the case, we have to seek justice for Vice President Yin.” Leng ruoxue chuckled. She wasn’t 

the one who was about to be slaughtered anyway, so she was happy to watch the show! 

Immediately after, the great elder sent the news back to the divine realm’s craftsmen’s Guild. 

Half a month later. 

The craftsmen’s Guild sent another elder, and accompanying him was a representative sent by the ning 

family. 

The person sent by the ning family was definitely an important figure in the ning family, because he was 

the next Master of the ning family, ning haolan. 

The first thing ning haolan did after arriving in yanhuo city was to pay a visit to the first elder. 

At the same time, first elder was in the garden, telling Leng ruoxue and the others about ning haolan’s 

glorious deeds! 

“That ning haolan is a rare genius! He had already become a Godking before he was even forty years old. 

Because of ning haolan, his clan had already become the pride of the ning clan. He had even been 

designated as the next clan head of the ning clan long ago and had always been learning from that old 

fogey. He really did not think that the old fogey would actually send him out this time, hehe! It seems 

like he’s trying to train him!” The first elder laughed softly. 

“He’s not even forty years old yet? What’s the relationship between him and the head of the ning 

family?” Leng ruoxue asked curiously. Since master ning was friends with the first elder, he must be 

quite old. He couldn’t have a son this young, right? 

“I guess he’s his grandson! That old man has too many children, and he doesn’t even recognize many of 

them, haha!” The first elder felt that it was funny. 



“Uh!” Hearing first elder’s words, Leng ruoxue was speechless. He had so many children that even the 

Father could not recognize them. How many children did he have?! 

“Hahaha! Little girl, the strong Warriors of the Divine realm will naturally have many women, and once 

they become a God, their lifespans will be extremely long. If they become reverent gods, they will even 

be able to live forever. So, do you think it’s possible that he will have few children?” The great elder 

teased. 

“That’s true. ” Leng ruoxue nodded. 

At this moment, the Butler came to report that ning haolan wanted to see the first elder. 

Leng ruoxue and first elder looked at each other. Then, first elder stood up and said to the crowd,””Do 

you guys want to come with me to meet ning haolan? This child is not bad. ” 

“Let’s not go first. He’s probably looking for you to talk about Yin rumei. It’s not appropriate for us to go. 

” Leng ruoxue chuckled. 

“Mm, alright then! I’ll let you two meet in the future if I have the chance. ” The Grand Elder said before 

heading to the front hall to meet ning haolan. 

The first elder and ning haolan had a secret discussion for almost a day. After the discussion, the first 

elder did not tell anyone what they talked about. However, Leng ruoxue and the others were not too 

concerned about it. 

After that, ning haolan took second elder and Ning Yan with him. 

Three days later, the news of the second elder’s death came from the God World. 

The crowd was speechless when they heard the news. Not only had the second elder died, but he had 

also been killed by Ning Yan’s domestic violence. It was too amazing. After Ning Yan had tortured a 

Godking to death, another Godking had died by her hands. Everyone was deeply impressed by her 

means. In their hearts, Ning Yan was definitely a Godking killer. 

After Yin rumei and the second elder’s matter had come to an end, Leng ruoxue and the others 

continued on their journey to search for the divine fire. This time, apart from Liu Feng, there were three 

more people with them. 
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The excuse that Mo Yan and the first elder came with was quite reasonable. They said that they wanted 

to help the disheveled old man. After all, the disheveled old man was a craftsman, and they had high 

hopes for him. Therefore, if they were to encounter any danger, they could also help. 

As for Liuyue following him, Leng ruoxue could not understand. Liuyue’s reason was that the disheveled 

old man was his younger brother’s disciple, which meant that he was his disciple. For something as 

important as advancing his life’s flame, he had to follow. 

However, from Leng ruoxue’s point of view, the three of them were obviously bored out of their minds. 

That was why they insisted on following them. In reality, they were only there to search for the divine 



flame. As for upgrading their Natal flame, it would not be something that could be done in a short 

period of time. 

Moreover, with these great Buddhas following them, it would not be so convenient for them to enter 

the bracelet. However, it would also be much safer for them. 

The group searched the godly mainland for three months, but there was still no trace of the godly fire. 

This made everyone wonder if the godly fire still existed on the godly mainland. The disheveled old man 

was even more depressed. 

The floating cloud City was a medium-sized city in the Chi family’s Divine Domain. Leng ruoxue and the 

rest had arrived here after searching the divine mainland for three months. 

In the northern part of the floating cloud City, there was a small, nameless volcano. This was the last 

volcano that Leng ruoxue and the others had not found on the godly land. If it was not found here, they 

could only wait until they went to the godly world to continue searching for the whereabouts of the 

godly fire. 

The nameless volcano was located within the floating cloud City. Thus, Leng ruoxue and the others 

chose to settle down in the floating cloud City. 

After finding an Inn in the city, Leng ruoxue and the rest had some food before returning to their own 

rooms to rest. 

In the room. 

Leng ruoxue stood by the window alone, deep in thought. 

“Xue ‘er, what are you thinking about?” The demon walked over and gently pulled Leng ruoxue into his 

arms. 

“Demon, the small volcano in the floating cloud City is the last volcano on the godly mainland. If there 

isn’t one here ...” Leng ruoxue was in a difficult position and did not finish her sentence. 

“Hehe! Little fool, if it’s not here, then we’ll wait until our strength has increased and go to the divinity 

to look for it. Unless the divine fire is extinct, we’ll definitely find it. ” The demon consoled. 

“But the disheveled old man, he ...” Leng ruoxue wanted to say something but stopped. They knew the 

disheveled old man’s expectations for the divine fire. Therefore, they naturally did not want him to be 

disappointed. 

“He’s not a child anymore, he’ll understand. ” There would definitely be some disappointment, but he 

believed that the disheveled old man would adjust himself. 

“Yes, demon, let’s go out for a walk! There don’t seem to be many people in this city. ” Leng ruoxue 

suggested. Ever since they entered the city, they had not met many people on the streets. However, this 

was just what she wanted. She did not like crowded places. 

“Alright,” he said. The demon nodded and the two of them left the inn. 



As they walked on the streets, Leng ruoxue and the evildoer could not understand why the pedestrians 

were so flustered. 

The two of them stopped a passerby and wanted to find out what had happened. However, they gave 

the other party a shock! 

“What do you want? Don’t stop me, I still have important things to do!” The middle-aged man who was 

stopped said anxiously. 

“Don’t be afraid, we just want to find out what happened. No matter how I look at you, you all seem 

flustered. ” Leng ruoxue asked softly with a smile on her face. That beautiful smile of hers caused the 

middle-aged man opposite her to be in a daze. 

“The volcano is about to erupt, and everyone is in a hurry to escape! Otherwise, there wouldn’t be so 

few people in the city!” The middle-aged man said hurriedly after he regained his senses. 

“Volcano, the nameless volcano North of the floating cloud City? Didn’t they say that the volcano was 

very small? Why are you running for your lives!” Leng ruoxue asked shamelessly. Even if a small volcano 

were to erupt, its power shouldn’t be that strong, right? Was there a need to scare them to this extent? 

“It’s a volcano even when it’s small! Moreover, I don’t know what happened to the volcano in the past 

month, but it erupted every other day, causing us to suffer unspeakably. As a result, many people in the 

city have temporarily moved out of the floating cloud City. You guys should also leave quickly! 

Otherwise, even if you’re injured, I’m afraid you’ll lose your life!” The middle-aged man advised and ran 

off. 

Leng ruoxue and the evildoer looked at each other as they watched the middle-aged man’s back. Then, 

the two of them turned around and returned to the inn. 

The moment she entered the inn’s main hall, Leng ruoxue saw Feng Da and the rest standing there. 

“Miss, you’re finally back.” After seeing Leng ruoxue and evildoer, Feng Da hurriedly walked up to them. 

“Feng Da, why aren’t you resting in your room? why did you come downstairs?” Leng ruoxue asked 

curiously. 

“Miss, the innkeeper asked us to leave the inn. He said he was going to close the inn.” Feng Da 

explained. 

“Close the shop?” When Leng ruoxue heard this, she raised her brows and looked at the nervous 

manager. 

“Shopkeeper, we don’t owe you money for the room, how can you drive us away!” Leng ruoxue looked 

at the innkeeper and said with slight dissatisfaction. Actually, she was very clear that the reason why the 

innkeeper wanted to close the shop was probably related to the little volcano that was about to erupt. 

However, they could not leave so easily. At this time, they would probably not be able to find any Inn in 

the city. 

“Miss, I don’t want to either! However, the small volcano in the drifting cloud was about to erupt. 

Moreover, it was said that the frequency of the volcano’s vibration this time was more serious than the 



previous ones. It was more important to escape! You should also quickly leave the floating cloud City! 

It’s not safe here. ” The shopkeeper said anxiously, the cold sweat on his face dripping onto the floor. 

“Manager, we won’t leave.” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. They were here for the volcano. How could 

they leave before they achieved their goal? 

“Aiyo! Miss, I’m begging you, I’ll return the room money to you. Can you leave immediately? I really 

don’t want to die!” The shopkeeper pleaded with a long face. 

“Just the check-out fee is enough?” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

“I ... I’ll refund you two times!” The innkeeper said with a little heartache. Money could be earned again, 

but there was no place to earn money if they lost their lives. Therefore, he would rather spend a lot of 

money to get these people out of the inn. 
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“There’s no need for two. It’s not easy for you to earn some money. ” Leng ruoxue said very kindly. Even 

if she wanted to rip someone off, she wouldn’t do it to a manager of an Inn! In fact, she just wanted to 

know more about the small volcano that had been erupting frequently recently. 

“Then what does the young lady want?” The shopkeeper was a little confused. 

“Shopkeeper, to tell you the truth, we came to the floating cloud City for that volcano. Therefore, you 

have to tell us everything you know about that volcano. If we are satisfied, we will immediately move 

out.” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. Previously, she had not managed to get much useful information 

from the middle-aged man. Hence, she would not let the manager off this time. 

“Miss, that volcano is very dangerous. You must not go there!” The shopkeeper couldn’t help but advise. 

“It’s just a small volcano. We’re not afraid. ” Leng ruoxue said disapprovingly. 

“Uh! Alright then!” The shopkeeper was helpless, but he had to leave. Seeing that he couldn’t persuade 

these people, he could only tell Leng ruoxue and the rest about the situation of the volcano in detail. 

After that, Leng ruoxue and the rest kept their promise and left the inn. 

Walking on the streets of the floating cloud City, Feng Da could not help but ask,”Miss, we’ll have to 

sleep on the streets again tonight.” 

“There’s no other way! We can’t possibly not allow them to escape!” Leng ruoxue said helplessly. At this 

moment, on the streets, other than their group, there was not a single stranger to be seen. 

Furthermore, the shops by the side of the street were all closed, and the entire city was in a state of 

depression. 

“I’m really curious about the power of that volcano. It’s actually able to make everyone in the city flee at 

the mere sight of it. It’s really amazing.” Lu Tao couldn’t help but ask, her beautiful face full of 

anticipation. 

“Little girl, a volcano in the divine realm is a natural disaster for the people on the divine mainland, so 

it’s normal for them to run away. Otherwise, once the volcano erupts, the temperature is not something 



they can withstand. When the volcano erupts, remember to hide behind us. Otherwise, I’m afraid you 

won’t be able to withstand the high temperature. ” First elder explained and reminded. 

“Then I’ll have to trouble great elder.” Leng ruoxue chuckled. She was just thinking about how to protect 

her grandfather and the others! The great elder had actually taken the initiative to come to her door, so 

what was there to be polite about! 

“Good! However, you have to make me more delicious food. ” The great elder took the opportunity to 

raise his conditions. 

...... 

“That’s not a problem. However, you’re already a divine Emperor, so why are you still so gluttonous?” 

Leng ruoxue was speechless. 

The first elder, Mo Yan, Liu Feng, and Liu Yue were all gluttons. It was as if they had not seen any food in 

their entire lives. That was why their reserves had decreased sharply recently. However, when it was 

time to collect money, Leng ruoxue would never be polite with them. After all, these few people had 

plenty of money. 

“What’s wrong with the divine Emperor? Can’t an Emperor God eat? Little girl, you can’t look down on 

the divine Emperor!” The first elder said pitifully, as if Leng ruoxue had said something she shouldn’t 

have. 

“Who would dare to look down on the divine Emperor! I can’t wait to curry favor with you, old man!” 

Leng ruoxue said helplessly. 

“Hehe! This is more like it. ” The great elder chuckled. Although he knew that this little girl was only 

talking about it and was in fact too lazy to curry favor with him, he felt comfortable hearing it! 

They chatted as they walked. They found a relatively remote place on the street and set up their tents. 

After a short rest, they went to the nameless volcano the next morning. 

When they were still some distance away from the volcano, Leng ruoxue and the others could feel the 

vibration and high temperature of the volcano that was about to erupt. Furthermore, the path to the 

volcano was filled with red traces of dried lava and it even emitted a faint smell of sulfur. 

As they neared the volcano’s entrance, the tremors became more and more intense. Leng ruoxue and 

the rest stopped in their tracks and observed for a while. However, before they could enter, they saw a 

two-meter-tall, fiery red, burning lava spewing out from the inside of the volcano ... 

Instantly, the moisture in the air was completely roasted dry, and their breathing also became 

somewhat difficult. 

Leng ruoxue and the rest immediately floated into the air when they saw this. First elder and the other 

three elders protected them behind them and set up a protective barrier in front of them. 

Even so, Leng ruoxue and the rest could still feel the scorching heat. The temperature was so high that it 

could melt anything. As they looked over, they saw that the places where the fiery red lava passed by 

had all been turned into ashes! 



Upon seeing this scene, Leng ruoxue and the rest couldn’t help but feel slightly surprised. After all, this 

was the first time they had seen a volcano erupting in the divine realm. Its power was indeed 

extraordinary. No wonder a small volcano was able to scare away the people of the floating cloud City ... 
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Not only that, before Leng ruoxue and the rest could recover from their shock, the second wave of 

flames surged out. This time, it was even more spectacular and violent than the previous time. The 

scorching flames burned Half the Sky red ... 

“Heavens! The eruption of such a small volcano is already so terrifying. What if it was a bigger volcano?” 

Feng Da looked at the soaring flames that were even taller than him and said in a speechless manner. 

“The eruption of this volcano is a little abnormal! Logically speaking, such a small volcanic eruption 

shouldn’t have such a great power. ” The great elder asked in bewilderment. 

“Should we go in and take a look?” Feng Da asked like a curious baby. 

“We must go, but we can’t go in now. Let’s go back first! We’ll go in after the volcano erupts. ” First 

elder said after some thought. If they entered now, they would be in danger, because this volcano was 

too abnormal compared to the one in his memory. 

“Well, let’s go back first!” Leng ruoxue nodded as well. If they entered now, they would probably be 

turned into a part of the lava. 

With that, Leng ruoxue summoned the little Peacock. Everyone sat on the back of the little Peacock and 

returned to the floating cloud City. 

When they returned to the tent they had set up, Leng ruoxue and the rest began to prepare lunch. 

However, the little Peacock was lying on the ground with a depressed look. 

Leng ruoxue looked at the unhappy little Peacock in amusement and asked,””Little Peacock, what’s 

wrong?” 

“Master, my feathers are burnt.” The little Peacock was depressed.”Oh ... My beautiful and dazzling 

feathers!” It was gone just like that! 

“It’s fine. Eat this. I guarantee that your feathers will be intact!” Leng ruoxue chuckled as she took out a 

pure white pill from her bracelet. Just as she was about to hand it to the little Peacock, a hand suddenly 

reached out and snatched it away. 

“What kind of pill is this? Let me see. ” Liuyue held the pill in her hand and looked at it. Then, her eyes 

widened, and she said in a speechless manner,””You actually used a Saint level healing pill to grow 

feathers for this little Peacock? It’s really too extravagant!” 

Even in the immortal realm, the price of a Saint level pill was not low. After all, not only were they 

difficult to concoct, their cost was also extremely high. It was not something that ordinary deities could 

afford. Thus, Saint level pills had become a hot commodity. 

...... 



“Are you going to use divine level medicinal pills?” Leng ruoxue asked back with an innocent look. 

“Uh! Just use this. ” Liuyue took out a pill and threw it into the little peacock’s mouth. The pill that Leng 

ruoxue took out was naturally kept in his storage ring and confiscated by him. 

“Master, I’m done.” After eating the pill, the little Peacock stood up and walked to Leng ruoxue’s side. It 

rubbed against her affectionately and then lay down beside its master. 

“Yes.” Leng ruoxue patted the little peacock’s head gently. She did not express any suspicion towards 

Liuyue’s act of pocketing her pill. After all, even if Liuyue took the pill away, she would not be able to 

find out anything about it! 

All of a sudden, Leng ruoxue felt a disturbance in the space. She was overjoyed and said to 

everyone,””I’m tired, I’m going to take an afternoon nap. ” 

“Uh! I say, little girl! We haven’t even had lunch yet, why are you taking a morning nap?” The first elder 

said, somewhat speechless. After being with them for the past few days, he had also discovered that 

these people were very fond of sleeping. They would always sleep at any time. Sigh! She really didn’t 

know where they got so much sleep from! 

“Xue ‘er, I’ll sleep with you!” The demon quickly said. However, he was secretly guessing in his 

heart,’what’s the matter with Xue’ er?’ He knew that Xue ‘er’s so-called sleep was just an excuse. She 

was actually planning to go into the space. Out of curiosity, he naturally had to follow her in to take a 

look. 

“Uh! You still have to accompany me!” First elder was even more speechless. What the hell was this? He 

had to sleep in broad daylight, and someone had to accompany him. Sigh! Why didn’t he receive such 

good treatment? Thinking of this, first elder felt a little unbalanced. 

“Yes, there’s nothing that my Xue ‘er can’t sleep for. Of course, I have to accompany her.” The evildoer 

said matter-of-factly, not feeling that there was anything wrong with his words. However, the first elder 

and the other three elders felt their hair stand on end because they felt that his words were too 

nauseating! 

“Demon, let’s go in!” Leng ruoxue ignored the expressions of the four elders and kept the little Peacock 

into her bracelet. She then pulled the evil demon into the tent. 

“Uh! He’s really sleeping!” Liuyue could not help but ask when he saw Leng ruoxue and the demon enter 

the tent. He thought that the two of them were just joking! 

“How could it be fake, hehe! We all like to sleep, just like miss. ” Feng Da said with a smile. In fact, he 

wanted to go in as well, but it didn’t seem convenient now. 

“Yes, I can tell.” Liu Feng said calmly. He had spent a little more time with Leng ruoxue and the others, 

so he was no longer as surprised by their habits. 

“Hehe!” Feng Da laughed evilly and thought to himself,’how would you know about our dirty tricks? 

After Leng ruoxue and the demon entered the tent, they went straight into the bracelet. 



However, before the two of them could stand still, two fluffy little balls had already pounced into Leng 

ruoxue’s arms. 

One of the two balls of fur was black and the other was yellow. They were Baobao and QiuQiu, who had 

been in closed-door cultivation for a long time. 

The two little things kept rubbing against each other in Leng ruoxue’s arms, expressing their longing. 

Leng ruoxue, on the other hand, began to observe the two little fellows who had come out of their 

closed-door cultivation at the same time. However, even after looking at them from top to bottom, she 

could not find any difference between the two little fellows and before they had come out of their 

closed-door cultivation. This was too strange! 

“Baobao, QiuQiu, have you two advanced in rank?” Leng ruoxue asked curiously. 

“Yes, yes.” The two little furballs nodded in unison. 

“Oh! But, why can’t I see any difference between you two?” Leng ruoxue said honestly. 

“Hehe! Sister, we’re a bit special, so the other beasts “ranks aren’t suitable for us.” QiuQiu spoke on 

behalf of the two beasts. 

“I see! What’s your level now?” Leng ruoxue asked again. 

“We don’t have a level!” The two little beasts said in unison. 

“Uh! Didn’t he advance? How can it not have a level?” Leng ruoxue was depressed. Were these two little 

fellows trying to make her happy? 

Chapter 1086: The two Black-bellied little beasts (2) 

“Big sister, we have indeed advanced, but we don’t have a level. Our advancement only gives us more 

abilities.” Baobao explained. Her fluffy and cute little face was full of pride. 

“What new ability?” Leng ruoxue asked with great interest. 

“Hehe! “My mind-reading technique has been upgraded to soul-searching technique. Moreover, my 

mental strength is very strong now. When I advance another level, I will be an adult. At that time ...” 

Baby stopped halfway and deliberately kept him in suspense. 

“I’ve also become bad!” Leng ruoxue said helplessly. 

“Hehe! Big sister will let you know my ability! But not now!” The baby said with a smug smile. 

“Yes, QiuQiu, what about you?” Leng ruoxue looked at QiuQiu and asked. 

“Big sister, my treasure hunting ability has greatly improved! Moreover, the range of my senses is ten 

times larger than before, hehe!” QiuQiu also said with a proud smile. 

“QiuQiu is so powerful.” Leng ruoxue stroked QiuQiu’s fur and laughed. Little QiuQiu had woken up at 

the perfect time. It just so happened that they had just entered the divine realm and were in great need 

of accumulating strength. 



“Of course, sister, let’s go treasure hunting later! The more treasures I find and the higher the quality, 

the more beneficial it is for me to advance. Moreover, I’m the same as Baobao, I still need one more 

advancement to reach adulthood. ” Little QiuQiu said impatiently. 

“QiuQiu, what kind of treasure do you need to find the most now?” Leng ruoxue asked. 

“The best ones are, of course, heavenly treasures. I like treasures that are born from nature the most. 

Artificial cultivation won’t do.” QiuQiu said after some thought. 

“Uh! Little QiuQiu, your requirements are really not low!” Leng ruoxue’s forehead was dripping with 

cold sweat. Heavenly treasures weren’t like cabbages-where would QiuQiu find so many of them?! 

“Sister, there are many kinds of heavenly treasures. In fact, it’s not just medicinal herbs and minerals, 

but also other things. As for what they are, I can’t say for sure. You’ll know when the time comes.” 

QiuQiu explained. 

...... 

“Yes, but we’re helping the disheveled old man to find the divine fire now. After we’re done finding the 

last volcano, we’ll go and train. By then, QiuQiu can find more treasures.” Leng ruoxue chuckled. 

QiuQiu’s search for treasures was not only good for her own cultivation, it was also an accumulation of 

resources for them. This was definitely killing two birds with one stone. 

“Divine flame? Big sister, if you’re looking for a divine flame, I can also help. ” When QiuQiu heard that 

Leng ruoxue was looking for the divine fire, it hurriedly said. 

“Are you sure?” Leng ruoxue was a little skeptical. Could this little fellow still find the divine fire? 

“Sister, the divine fire in nature is also born from heaven and earth, so I can sense it.” QiuQiu chuckled. 

“Hahaha! It’s great that QiuQiu can sense the divine flame. ” Leng ruoxue was extremely satisfied with 

this unexpected surprise. 

“Sister, when are we going to look for her?” QiuQiu couldn’t wait any longer. Its natural mission was to 

search for treasures, and this could allow it to advance in rank, so it was happy and never tired of this. 

“QiuQiu, that volcano is currently in its active period, so we can’t enter it for the time being. We can 

only enter the mountain after its active period has passed.” Leng ruoxue explained. 

“Oh! Sister, take me out to play!” QiuQiu pleaded. 

“Then when you go out, you can’t reveal that you can find treasures!” Leng ruoxue reminded. 

“Yes, yes. I’m just big sister’s cute little pet.” QiuQiu said in understanding. After advancing, its thinking 

had also matured a lot, so it naturally knew how precious it was. 

“Sister, I want to go out and play too.” The baby also begged. 

“Okay, I’ll bring you all out in a while. But don’t be naughty when you’re out!” Leng ruoxue warned. She 

wasn’t worried about QiuQiu, but she was afraid that this little fellow would cause trouble! 



“Sister, I won’t cause any trouble!” After hearing Leng ruoxue’s inner thoughts, Baby Su said in an 

aggrieved tone. 

“You said it yourself!” Leng ruoxue reminded. 

“Yes.” Baobao nodded and promised. 

Following that, Leng ruoxue brought the evildoer and the two little beasts away from the bracelet. 

When the four elders saw the two humans and two beasts walking out of the tent, their faces were filled 

with question marks. This ... Why did they come out so quickly? It had been less than half an hour, and 

he was already done sleeping? 

“Why did you guys come out so quickly?” Mo Yan, as the representative, asked the question that the 

four of them had. 

“I took a short nap and came out after I was done.” Leng ruoxue explained casually. 

“Little girl, what are those two furballs in your arms?” First elder looked at the furball in Leng ruoxue’s 

arms and could not help but ask curiously. He was also mumbling in his heart,”could it be that all girls 

like this kind of furry little thing?” 

“They’re my Beastie. They’ve been in closed-door cultivation all this time. ” Leng ruoxue explained 

simply. 

“Yes, yes, I’m QiuQiu!” 

“I’m the baby!” 

The two little beasts introduced themselves obediently. However, Feng Da and the others who knew 

them well knew that these two little beasts were not as harmless as they looked! In fact, none of the 

Beastie by the young miss ‘side was harmless! 

“Hahaha! These two little things are so obedient!” The first elder chuckled. 

“Yup! She’s also cute. ” Mo Yan also agreed. 

Just like that, Baobao and QiuQiu temporarily deceived the four elders with their unrivaled cuteness. 

They even became their favorite children. 

The small volcano in the floating cloud City had erupted for several days. During these few days, Leng 

ruoxue and the others had been staying in their campsite. That place was quite far from the volcano and 

there were many buildings in the surroundings. Therefore, it was relatively safe. But now, other than 

eating and sleeping, they could only play with the two cute little beasts. 

“Sister, help!” 

A few days later, in the evening, Leng ruoxue and the rest were preparing dinner when suddenly, Baby 

SU’s cry for help could be heard from not far away ... 

“What’s wrong? It’s the baby’s voice. ” The first elder asked in confusion. Right now, there was no one 

else in the city other than them, so why would Baby Su ask for help? 



“Quickly go and take a look.” Mo Yan said. After being with these two little beasts for a few days, he 

liked them very much, and they had indeed brought a lot of fun to them! 

Chapter 1087: The two Black-bellied little beasts (3) 

When everyone heard this, they quickly put down what they were doing and ran in the direction of the 

baby’s cry for help ... 

After finding baby, Leng ruoxue and the rest saw QiuQiu struggling in a young woman’s arms, while baby 

was being chased by a few Men in Black, jumping left and right, trying to hide ... 

After seeing Leng ruoxue, the baby hurriedly jumped into her arms. Its little body was trembling non-

stop as if it was extremely afraid. It kept mumbling,””Sister, save me! Sister, save me!” 

When QiuQiu saw Leng ruoxue and the others, it struggled even more violently and shouted,””Sister, 

save me! Save me! Let me go, you bitch!” 

“Damned animal, who are you scolding!” The young woman who was holding QiuQiu shouted angrily 

and even raised her fist to hit little QiuQiu! 

“Stop! Let it go!” Leng ruoxue said angrily as she sized up these people. 

The young woman looked to be in her twenties. She was very beautiful. Her strength wasn’t high, only at 

the early divine realm. However, she had an arrogant expression on her face. Although the few black-

clothed men beside her were stronger than her, they were obviously her subordinates. 

Leng ruoxue understood when she saw these people. She wondered which family’s unruly daughter this 

was. She probably saw that QiuQiu and Baobao were cute and wanted to take them for herself. 

However, would she allow others to have any ideas about her Beastie? 

“How dare you order me around?” When the young woman heard Leng ruoxue’s words, she was even 

more furious. Leng ruoxue’s devastatingly beautiful face was something that she could not tolerate. 

Damn it, how could there be such a beautiful woman in this world? 

“So what if I order you? Release it immediately, or else don’t blame me for being impolite. ” Leng ruoxue 

warned indifferently. 

“Do you know who I am? How dare you speak to me like this?” The young woman shouted at the top of 

her lungs. 

“I don’t care who you are, let go of QiuQiu! Otherwise, you’ll regret it. ” Leng ruoxue’s beautiful eyes 

were half-closed, ready to strike at any moment. Seeing QiuQiu struggling in pain, her heart ached! 

“I won’t let go, what can you do to me? This young lady has taken a fancy to this little beast, it’s mine. ” 

The young woman said in an overbearing and arrogant manner. 

...... 

“Oh, really? I’ll let you know what happens now!” As soon as Leng ruoxue finished speaking, a ray of red 

light flew towards the young woman at the speed of light. The red light circled around the young woman 

and the others once before returning to Leng ruoxue’s wrist. It was only then that the young woman 



could clearly see that the red light was actually a small, beautiful red snake with a crystal-like body. 

Instantly, her eyes shone! He wanted to take over the little red snake again! 

“Give me that red snake in your hand!” The young woman ordered. Ever since she was young, she had 

always liked beautiful and cute things. Therefore, after seeing the two little beasts and the little snake, 

she couldn’t help but want them. 

“Who Do You Think You Are?” Leng ruoxue said disdainfully. After she finished speaking, she saw the 

young woman and the rest of the group go limp and fall to the ground. QiuQiu took the opportunity to 

escape from the woman’s arms. However, before it left, it did not forget to stomp on the woman’s face 

a few times. This cute action of its made everyone laugh out loud. 

“Hehe! Little QiuQiu did a great job, but your kicks were too light and didn’t have much effect on her. 

Why don’t you let me step on her for you!” The first elder was the first to carry QiuQiu and praised it. At 

the same time, he also released his Beastie. 

The first elder’s Beastie came out and said loudly,””Master, who bullied little QiuQiu?” 

“Big Bear, it’s them.” QiuQiu pointed with its little paw and confessed everything about the young 

woman and the others. 

The great elder’s Beastie was an eighth rank bear type sacred God beast. Even in its mimicry state, it was 

close to two meters tall. In the past few days, it had become very familiar with the two little fellows 

QiuQiu and Baobao, so little QiuQiu naturally didn’t hold back, directly using the big Bear as a hatchet 

man. 

“F * ck, how dare you bully my friend? you’re really looking for death!” When da Xiong heard this, he 

was instantly enraged! He raised his foot and prepared to stomp on the young woman and the others ... 

Leng ruoxue looked at da Xiong’s foot that was about to land and secretly sighed to herself. This great 

elder was really ruthless! If da Xiong were to step on them, those people would probably be turned into 

meat paste. This was really letting them off too easily. 

“Wait!” Just as da Xiong’s foot was about to land, Leng ruoxue suddenly spoke. 

“What’s wrong?” Da Xiong looked at Leng ruoxue in confusion. His huge bear face was filled with 

question marks. 

“Be gentle, don’t kill anyone!” Leng ruoxue reminded kindly. 

“Hehe! Don’t worry, I won’t kill you easily!” The big Bear laughed evilly and quickly said, then 

immediately put his foot down ... 

After a few stomps, even though the young woman and the rest were not crushed into meat paste, their 

injuries were not light. After doing all that, Leng ruoxue and the rest left. 

After returning to his own encampment, Liu Feng looked at Leng ruoxue with a strange expression. He 

asked in confusion,””Little fox, when did you become so kind? I thought you’d ask big Bear to kick 

harder!” 



“I’m not that cruel! I’m a kind-hearted good child. ” Leng ruoxue rolled her eyes and said in a speechless 

manner. 

“Uh! I didn’t find anything. ” Liu Feng’s face was filled with disbelief. 

“Idiot! The little girl clearly doesn’t want them to die too easily. Didn’t you see that they’ve already been 

bitten by that little red snake?” The first elder said with a face full of disappointment. How could he 

have such a stupid grandson? It would be great if this little girl was a part of their family. Thinking of this, 

he could not help but feel jealous of Leng Xiaoyu. 

The clueless Leng Xiaoyu was so frightened by the first elder’s resentful gaze that her hair stood on end. 

“Grandmaster, why are you staring at me?” Leng Xiaoyu asked helplessly. 

“I don’t like the look of you, alright?” The great elder said unhappily. Then, he carried QiuQiu in his arms 

and sat at the side to sulk. 

“Uh! What’s wrong with this old man?” Liu Feng said in a somewhat puzzled manner. He hadn’t even 

had the time to talk back! The old man dodged to the side, which made him feel like he had punched 

cotton. 

Chapter 1088: The two Black-bellied little beasts (4) 

“I’m fine, hurry up and get to work!” Leng ruoxue urged, feeling amused. She did not even need to use 

green vessel to read the minds of her babies, but that little fellow had already told her the first elder’s 

thoughts. After she heard it, she could not help but smile to herself! 

After dinner, Leng ruoxue and the rest chatted for a while. Just as they were preparing to rest early so 

that they could enter the volcano the next day, they were interrupted by some uninvited guests. 

And among those people, there happened to be one of them who was bitten by xiaohuo and stepped on 

by the big Bear in the afternoon. 

However, the man’s injuries were lighter. After taking the elixir, his injuries were almost healed. 

However, the poison in his body could not be cured. Therefore, the man’s face was now like a pig’s 

head. 

As for their team leaders, they were actually acquaintances. 

“Miss Leng, why are you here?” Chi Rui was overjoyed to see Leng ruoxue and the others in his own 

territory. 

“Why has young master Chi also come to the floating cloud City?” Leng ruoxue chuckled and asked 

indifferently. After seeing Chi Rui, she understood the identity of those people in the afternoon. They 

were from the Chi family, one of the eight great divine regions. No wonder they were so overbearing. 

“The floating cloud city’s volcano erupted, so I’ve come to check on the losses.” Chi Rui explained and 

then asked,””Where is miss Leng and the others?” 

“We came to that volcano to train, but we didn’t expect it to erupt just in time, so we stayed here!” Leng 

ruoxue replied perfunctorily. 



“Oh!” Chi Rui nodded. 

At this time, the pig-head beside him said impatiently,””Young master, these are the people who injured 

the young lady and US.” 

“You shut up!” Chi Rui bellowed. Actually, he was in a difficult position. Although he didn’t want to be 

enemies with Leng ruoxue and the others, he couldn’t just ignore the matter of his unruly cousin. How 

could this be good? His brows were so tightly knitted that they were about to come together. 

“Young master Chi, are you here to settle the score with us?” Leng ruoxue asked with a smile. 

...... 

“Uh! No, I just heard from my subordinate that my cousin was bullied just now, so I came to take a look. 

” Chi Rui quickly explained. 

“That woman is your cousin? They and the pig beside you were all injured by me. I wonder how young 

master Chi would like to deal with them?” Leng ruoxue went straight to the point. She didn’t care how 

conflicted Chi Rui was. They had only met a few times anyway. However, if Chi Rui was a reasonable 

person, there was no harm in befriending him. 

“Uh! I believe that what happened this afternoon was a misunderstanding, so our Chi family will not 

pursue this matter. However, can miss Leng please give me the antidote? they were bitten by your little 

red snake, and I have given them many antidotes, but none of them had any effect. ” Chi Rui said very 

politely. 

“There is no antidote, unless they let xiaohuo bite them again. However, if that happens, they will be 

poisoned even more severely. Young master Chi, you can let them choose.” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

Even if your Chi family doesn’t want to pursue this matter, she still wants to! Not just anyone could 

covet her Beastie! 

“This ...” Chi Rui was in a difficult position. 

“Young master Chi, did you just say that your Chi clan will not pursue this matter?” Leng ruoxue 

chuckled as she asked. 

“Yes, I am.” Chi Rui nodded, his handsome face full of question marks. He thought to himself, what does 

miss Leng mean? 

“You guys don’t want to pursue it, but what if I want to pursue it?” Leng ruoxue’s face was filled with 

worry! 

“Uh!” Chi Rui was speechless. He really didn’t know what to say. 

“Young master Chi, because of your cousin’s rudeness, my cute little QiuQiu and baby have been hurt 

physically and mentally. How do you think we should settle this score?” Leng ruoxue said with a smile 

that was not a smile. Before she knew that the woman was from the Chi family, she only wanted to 

make the woman wish she was dead. However, now that she knew that she was the young lady of the 

Chi family, why should she be polite? If he didn’t slaughter them now, when would he? 



“Uh! Can you let me see the two little beasts first?” He had heard some of his cousin’s subordinates 

mention what had happened before. However, he naturally did not believe everything that her 

subordinates said. 

“Alright, QiuQiu, baby, come over!” Leng ruoxue called out to the corner. 

“Sister, we’re here.” A weak voice rang in everyone’s ears. Everyone turned around in unison and saw 

two dirty little beasts limping out from the corner. 

The two little beasts ‘furs were dull and covered in dust. Their tangled fur was stained with bright red. At 

this moment, their eyes were filled with fear. Their palm-sized bodies trembled non-stop as they slowly 

walked towards Leng ruoxue ... 

Chapter 1089: Little QiuQiu’s abduction (1) 

When Feng Da and the rest saw this, they were speechless. However, they had a better tolerance. They 

were already familiar with Leng ruoxue’s beastly habits so they were used to it. 

When the great elder saw the appearance of the two little beasts, he was stunned with his mouth wide 

open. After he recovered, he couldn’t help but secretly sigh. It was really like what kind of person raised 

what kind of beast! That little girl’s beasts were actually the same as her, two extremely Black-bellied 

little things! 

If he hadn’t seen it with his own eyes, it would have been hard for him to believe that the two little 

beasts who had been playing with him just a moment ago had become so miserable and pitiful in the 

blink of an eye. No wonder when the Chi family arrived, the two little fellows immediately ran to a 

corner sneakily. They were busy ‘dressing up’! 

“As you can see, their current state is caused by your cousin. These two little things were originally lively 

and cute, but now, they are full of fear. Moreover, after we rescued them, they did not eat, drink, or talk 

to anyone. They have been hiding in a corner. Young master Chi, you must seek justice for my two poor 

little fellows!” Leng ruoxue’s face was filled with sorrow as she spoke. In order to cooperate with their 

master, QiuQiu and Baobao’s little bodies trembled even more violently! 

“Uh! “This ...” Chi Rui was speechless. The two little beasts in front of him did look very pitiful. Their 

originally black and bright eyes were now dull and full of fear. It seemed that they were indeed 

frightened. But how was he going to uphold justice? Was he supposed to beat up his cousin to vent the 

anger of these two little beasts? 

“I know that this matter is a little difficult for young master Chi, but from my perspective, I can’t help but 

vent my anger for my Beastie. Sigh!” Leng ruoxue’s face was also filled with a difficult expression. 

“Then I wonder how can I let miss Leng’s Beastie vent its anger?” Chi Rui could not help but ask. 

“You’ll have to ask my Beastie! They’re the ones being bullied. As long as they’re satisfied, I’m satisfied. ” 

Leng ruoxue said with a smile. Then, she turned to her Beastie and said,””QiuQiu, baby, this brother Chi 

is going to avenge you! If you have any requests, just let me know!” 

“Uh!” After listening to Leng ruoxue’s words, Chi Rui was speechless again. He didn’t expect miss Leng to 

let the two underaged little beasts make their own requests. What could these two little fellows possibly 



come up with? Thinking of this, he felt a lot more at ease. However, it didn’t take long for him to know 

how wrong he was. Because, these two little guys were black-hearted! 

“Really? Brother Chi, you can make the decision?” QiuQiu’s clear eyes were filled with confusion, but its 

voice was soft and sweet, giving people a very comfortable feeling. 

“Don’t worry, brother Chi can still make such a decision. ” Chi Rui’s heart softened when he heard the 

sweet child’s voice. 

“But we don’t believe it.” The baby’s suspicion was more obvious. Compared to QiuQiu’s obedient 

behavior, it was a rebellious little fellow. 

“Brother Chi, you keep your word! I definitely won’t lie to a child. ” Chi Rui was so depressed that he 

almost swore an oath. He couldn’t help but think to himself, why isn’t this little guy cute? Couldn’t it be 

as obedient as the little thing just now? 

...... 

“Then you’ll have to show me some evidence.” Baobao thought for a while and said very seriously. 

“Uh! I wonder what kind of evidence you want?” Chi Rui asked curiously. 

“That woman found us cute, so she made us look like this. We want to make her look like this too!” The 

baby said like a little nationalistic youth. As he spoke, he clenched his little fists. 

“Uh! She’s already in a terrible state. ” Chi Rui said honestly. 

“But we haven’t even made a move yet!” Baobao said unyieldingly. She was clearly implying that no 

matter how miserable she was, it wasn’t caused by them, so it didn’t count! 

“Then if I let you vent your anger on her and beat her up, you won’t hold it against me anymore?” Chi 

Rui asked carefully. Why was this little fellow so difficult to deal with? 

“We’ll see! However, we’re injured, so you’ll have to pay for the medical expenses. ” The baby said 

again. 

“Yes, yes. The medical expenses are definitely not a problem.” Chi Rui nodded. In his heart, how much 

could the medical expenses of these two little beasts cost? He should be able to settle it with some 

delicious food. 

“Then, brother Chi, make an oath! I’m afraid you’ll go back on your word. ” Baobao suggested. 

“I have to swear? Don’t you trust brother Chi?” Chi Rui was helpless. Oaths in the divine world could not 

be casually made. Otherwise, if he failed to do so, he would end up in a miserable state. 

“Brother Chi, are you afraid? So brother Chi was just coaxing us to play!” The baby said with a 

disappointed look. His wrinkled little face clearly said,’I told you you didn’t trust me!’ 

“I’m not afraid. I’ll just make an oath. ” Chi Rui didn’t want to be looked down upon by an underaged 

little beast, so he could only bite the bullet and say. 



“Brother Chi, repeat after me.” Baobao said with a smile, completely different from the angry young 

man earlier. 

“Alright then!” Chi Rui nodded. 

“I, Chi Moumou, because my cousin injured two innocent and cute little beasts, I’m willing to 

compensate them on behalf of the Chi clan and satisfy all their requests. If I break the oath, I’ll become a 

fool and my cousin will become an ugly monster!” The baby said loudly. 

When Chi Rui first started reciting it with Baobao, he didn’t find anything wrong with it. However, in the 

end, he realized that if he went back on his oath, not only would he become a fool, but his cousin would 

also become an ugly monster. However, once an oath was made, it couldn’t be stopped, so he could 

only follow Baobao’s instructions and fulfill the contents of the oath. 

After making their vows, the two little beasts were overjoyed. However, Chi Rui was extremely 

depressed. He felt that he had been tricked by the two seemingly innocent and cute little beasts. If this 

were to spread out, he would become the laughing stock of others! 

However, the uncooked rice had already been cooked. There was no point in him being depressed. Now, 

his only hope was that these two little beasts were not too difficult to deal with. Otherwise, wouldn’t he 

really become a fool? 

“Brother Chi, can you fulfill your promise to us now?” Little QiuQiu asked in a soft voice. Its originally 

dim eyes also became clear and filled with anticipation. 

Chapter 1090: Little QiuQiu’s abduction (2) 

“Uh! I can. ” Chi Rui couldn’t refuse such a pure gaze and quickly responded. 

“Then hand over the woman who injured us first!” Little QiuQiu pleaded. 

“Alright,” he said. Chi Rui nodded and ordered his subordinates to bring his cousin over. 

When the young woman was brought here and saw Leng ruoxue and the rest, a bloodthirsty look 

immediately appeared in her eyes. Not only did she remember these people, but she was also preparing 

to settle the score with them! She didn’t expect it to come so soon. She couldn’t help but sneer in her 

heart. However, she didn’t feel smug for long before she was shocked by her cousin’s shocking words! 

“I’ve already had someone bring her here. You can take your revenge now.” Chi Rui said without any 

emotion. 

“Chi Rui! Do you even know what you’re saying? How can you join forces with outsiders to deal with 

me?” The young woman immediately questioned Chi Rui. 

“Shut up! This is all your fault, and you still have the face to say it!” Chi Rui said loudly. If it wasn’t for his 

aunt’s good treatment of him, he wouldn’t have bothered to care about this insensible cousin! 

Leng ruoxue and the others had Mo Yan backing them up. Even if this cousin was the young mistress of 

the Chi family, when it came to the Chi family’s interests, this useless cousin would probably be 

abandoned by the Chi family. Everything he did was for her own good. However, he was very clear that 

this willful cousin would not understand, and he did not want to explain anything. 



“I ... I only took a fancy to those two beasts, what’s wrong with that? It’s all because of them that I’m in 

this state. ” The young lady pointed at Leng ruoxue and the rest and said in dissatisfaction. 

Indeed, she did not look good now. Her originally beautiful face had turned into a fat pig’s head and her 

hands were swollen like two big pig trotters. However, what was more unacceptable to her was that Chi 

Rui, as her brother, not only did not avenge her, but he even wanted to hand her over to the two little 

beasts. This was really intolerable! 

“We’re not animals. ” QiuQiu and Baobao’s eyes were filled with tears as they choked out. 

“If you guys aren’t animals, then am I?” The young woman shouted angrily. 

“At least you have some self-awareness.” Baobao said in satisfaction. Tears were still swimming in her 

eyes, and they were in danger of falling at any moment. 

...... 

“What are you two kids waiting for? Hurry up and take revenge!” At this time, first elder could not help 

but urge. 

“Brother Chi, we’re too young. Can we ask for help?” Little QiuQiu looked up at Chi Rui and asked. 

“Uh! You can’t let your master help you. ” Chi Rui said after some thought. If Leng ruoxue were to make 

a move, this cousin of his would probably lose her life. 

“We’ll ask Beastie for help. Big sister doesn’t need to do it. ” Little QiuQiu had a look of ‘don’t worry!’ He 

said. 

“Well, that’s good.” “Yes,” Chi Rui replied. He looked at the two little ones and knew that it would be 

difficult for them to take revenge on their own. 

“Thank you, brother Chi. You’re such a good person.” Little QiuQiu tried to please him. 

“Hehe!” Chi Rui could only laugh drily and thought to himself,”so this little thing is admitting that I’m a 

good person now?” These two little fellows were still very wary of him just now! 

“Big sister, can you let big brother and the rest come out and help us take revenge?” Little QiuQiu 

requested of Leng ruoxue. 

“Sure.” Leng ruoxue nodded. With a thought, she moved her precious little beasts out of the bangle. 

As soon as baby and the other beasts came out, they immediately surrounded QiuQiu and baby and 

roared angrily,””Damn it, who did this to you?!” 

“It’s her!” QiuQiu and baby’s two little claws pointed at the young woman in unison. 

“Damn it, you’re really looking for death. Brothers, let’s go and teach her a good lesson!” The baby gave 

the order, and the little beasts rushed toward the young woman as fast as lightning ... 

In an instant, the young woman’s body was left with bloody marks and her clothes were torn. The pain 

made her scream continuously. However, no matter how she dodged, she could not escape from the 

few little beasts that were tightly wrapped around her like ghosts ... 



As for baby and the other beasts, they had been in the bracelet for too long and had been holding it in 

for a long time. Now that they finally had a chance to come out, of course, they had to vent their anger. 

Therefore, this unlucky and miserable woman became their first target. 

“Argh! Help me!” The young woman kept calling for help ... 

“Miss Leng, can you make them stop?” Chi Rui couldn’t stand it anymore and couldn’t help but plead. 

His cousin’s current appearance was really too miserable. 

“Don’t worry, young master Chi. They know what they’re doing. They won’t kill anyone.” Leng ruoxue 

smiled as she consoled him. 

“Oh!” Chi Rui could tell that Leng ruoxue was only trying to save his cousin’s life! Fortunately, he wasn’t 

the one who offended her. Otherwise, he didn’t know what would happen to him! However, it was 

better to live than to lose his life. He could not help but comfort himself. 

“Don’t worry, young man from the Chi family. The little fox will give you face and not take her life!” Liu 

Feng also consoled. 

“Your Excellency Liufeng, why are you here?” It was only then that Chi Rui noticed Liu Feng’s presence. 

He couldn’t help but exclaim in surprise. Actually, he couldn’t be blamed for having bad eyesight. It was 

just that Leng ruoxue had so many subordinates, and Liu Feng was mixed in with them. If Liu Feng hadn’t 

suddenly spoken up, he really wouldn’t have noticed him. 

“Of course it’s for my disciple,” Liu Feng pointed at the disheveled old man and said. 

“Hehe! Congratulations to Your Excellency Liu Feng for accepting such a good disciple. ” Chi Rui said 

enviously. He recognized this old man and knew that he was one of Leng ruoxue’s men. However, he did 

not expect that the flowing wind Pavilion would take this old man as a disciple. If that was the case, Leng 

ruoxue would have another strong backer! 

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but feel a sense of relief at his decision. Fortunately, he had chosen to 

befriend these people, otherwise, if he had offended them, the Chi clan’s losses would definitely be 

incalculable. 

At this moment, his cousin’s injury was nothing in his eyes. After all, this matter was caused by his 

stubborn cousin. Even if the family head knew about this, he would probably make the same decision. 

 


